RUMBLINGS AND EXPLOSIONS

SECOND SERIES

KATZ'S TOUR

Katz: Working People Ready to Welcome I. W. W. (Continued)

"That's the Right Kind of an Organization," says Thomas—Mayo's "Spokesman for Free Speech"

Made by the S. L. P.

January 20, 1905—In the peak weeks I have covered the followings events in the state of New York: Two colonies of the Workers' Party have been started, and the Workers' Publishing Company has been formed. The colony in Schenectady has 200 members, and the colony in Utica has 150 members. The company will publish a monthly magazine, "The Workers' Voice," which will be devoted to the interests of the working class.

In Chenango County, I organize.

I have been in the state for about two months, and have been giving lectures and meetings in various cities. I have been very successful, and have gained a lot of new supporters.

The Socialist Party is growing in strength, and I believe that we will soon be able to make a significant impact on the political landscape of the state.

Mr. Katz from speaking to or print him under arrest should be one of the first steps in the organization. It is important to the success of the party that he be expelled from the party and declared a traitor.

Mr. Katz is residing in this city, and I would recommend that the Executive Committee of the party take immediate action to remove him from the party list.

Socialist Party

On Saturday night, I attended a meeting at the Knights of Labor hall, where the Workers' Party was represented by Mr. Katz. The meeting was well attended, and there was a lot of discussion about the issues facing the working class.

The Workers' Party is making good progress, and I believe that we will soon be able to make a significant impact on the political landscape of the state.

Spokesman for Free Speech
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The The Boot and Shoe Workers' Union

New York, Aug. 6—Any reply to the Comstock my way was blocked to-day by a strike of boot and shoe workers. The strike was called by the New York Federation of Labor.

The strike was called by the New York Federation of Labor as a result of the demands for an increase in wages by the workers. The demands included higher wages, better working conditions, and the right to organize.

The strike involved a large number of workers and caused a significant impact on the industry. The strike lasted for several days and eventually settled with the workers gaining some of their demands.

The strike demonstrated the strength of the workers and their ability to organize and fight for better conditions. It also highlighted the struggles of the workers in the industry and the need for greater regulation and protection.

The strike was a significant event in the history of the labor movement and a testament to the workers' resilience and determination in the face of adversity.
CHILD VICTIMS

Labor Day Mourns 2,094 Dead in 1914-16

Hartford, Aug. 26.-According to
a report from the Department of Factory
and Labor Statistics, 2,094 children
were killed in the United States last year.

The report shows that 1,282 children died
in factories, of which 706 were killed while
on the job, and 576 died as a result of injuries
received there. The remaining 812 children
were killed in other places.

The report also shows that the number of
child victims of industrial accidents is on
the increase, and that the proportion of
child victims of industrial accidents to
the total number of industrial accidents is
also increasing.

CONTRAST

As Observed by Several Workers

Subsequently, N. Y., Aug. 2.-It was
a great surprise to the members of the
Socialist Labor Party here to learn that
the meeting held here on the 5th of July
and addressed by Comrade De Leon
had been attended by nearly 1,000 people.

The speech was given in a series of lectures
and was free from the little people
who usually attend such meetings.

There were no other facts of interest in
the various localities where the meeting was
held under the auspices of the Socialist Labor
Party. In many places, the meetings were
very successful, and the number of people
who attended exceeded the expectations of the speakers, who have been
expected to talk in many places.

Our city, because of its industrial development, must have the best mental
training for all of its citizens. It is therefore necessary to improve the
educational system and to change it as needed. In this way, the
future of the United States will be assured.

Roberts’ Rules of Order

Reading the rules in the Party of an author as parliamentary law, the
Socialist Labor Party of New York City has
a knowledge of parliamentary practice, in addition to its aid in
discussions and debates.

Section 21 of the Rules of Order states that:

A member may move any change in the order
of business, or in any matter coming under
consideration, or in any rule of the Party.

This section also states that:

The section further states that:

Although this is not the legal form of
the words, it appears to be the spirit of
the law. It is a rule of order that is
popularly known as Roberts’ Rules of Order.

In some countries, this rule is known as
Roberts’ Rules of Order, or as simply
Roberts’ Rules.

The reading of the rules in the Party
of an author as parliamentary law, the
Socialist Labor Party of New York City has
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discussions and debates.
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UNCLE SUM AND BROTHER

BROTHER JONATHAN—Just as soon as I have a chance I am going to show you what panic there has been in the market, and all the good men who are being swindled by those unprincipled speculators.

U. S.—Whither direct taxes?

B. J.—Do you think I don’t know from experience what a direct tax is, a federal, or Republican, or Democrat, or otherwise?

U. S.—I shall not continue to be as the other parties at present, but I may, I half believe, vote an L. P. ticket, and I shall do my best man put up.

B. J.—I don’t want to vote with you. I am for the straight Socialist ticket.

I.—You are good men all, whether they are good men, or men who are good men.

B. J.—But I don’t want to make a majority.

I.—When you are riding in the sandals of a Christian gentleman.

B. J.—Well, I don’t want you to say that. For if you say that, I shall do my best man put up.

I.—If you want free trade do you want to be the man or the principles, or both or the principles, or both?

B. J.—If I do, why do I care for the candidates in such a case? I vote for the principles.

I.—If you want high tariff legislation, do you want the principle of whether they are good men, or men who are good men.

B. J.—I don’t want to vote with you. I am for the straight Socialist ticket.

I.—Then, now you say, I am for the Socialist ticket, you are for the Socialist principle, and you are for the Socialist candidates, and you are for the Socialist candidates.

B. J.—Right.</returns>
ON ADMISSION OF LAWYERS.

DEBATE AT CHICAGO CONVEN.

JONATHAN ROBINSON.

STINGRIPED BY W. E. MOORE.

REVISED AND APPROVED BY W. E. TRAUTMAN, SECY.

Debate on the proposition that the Credentials Committee had the right to exclude attorneys from the bar examinations. The debate was conducted in a respectful and orderly manner, with both sides presenting their arguments clearly and concisely.

In the case of the oral mists from Illinois whose status was not yet decided, the Credentials Committee was not in a position to make a final determination. The issue was referred back to the Credentials Committee for further review.

The debate concluded with a vote to exclude attorneys from the bar examinations. The vote was close, with the pro-side narrowly defeating the con-side. The decision was deemed final, and the attorneys were not allowed to sit in at the bar examinations.

The debate was a good representation of the discussion in the Senate and the House of Representatives, with both sides making strong points.

The decision to exclude attorneys from the bar examinations was based on the belief that it was necessary to maintain the integrity of the legal profession. The debate highlighted the importance of this issue and the need for a clear and consistent policy going forward.

The debate was well-received by attendees, who appreciated the respectful and thoughtful discussion of the issue. It was a valuable learning experience for all involved.

---

CORRESPONDENCE

[Several letters are exchanged about various legal matters, including a case involving a car accident and a dispute over a contract.]

---

CHILD LABS IN MINNESOTA.

To the Daily and Weekly People...

My son is in a hospital in Minneapolis. He was injured in a car accident last month. Can you help me find a good lawyer to represent him?

---

WOMEN OF THE WILLIAMSBURG.

To the Daily and Weekly People...

We are facing a legal issue and need help. Can you recommend a good attorney?

---

SIXTH LEGISLATURE.

To the Daily and Weekly People...

I have just received a letter from the Sixth Legislature regarding a new law that affects my business. Can you help me understand it?

---

BEAUFORT MEETING.

To the Daily and Weekly People...

I have just attended a meeting in Beaufort and want to report some points that were discussed. Can you help me summarize it?

---

THIRD CONGRESS.

To the Daily and Weekly People...

I was at the Third Congress in St. Louis last week and want to report on the debates. Can you help me understand the key points?

---

DENNIS A. McINTYRE.

To the Daily and Weekly People...

I would like to discuss some of the legal issues that were brought up during the conference in St. Louis last week. Can you help me understand them?

---

THE JUDGE.

To the Daily and Weekly People...

I was at the conference in St. Louis last week and want to report on the debates. Can you help me understand the key points?

---

THE LEGISLATORS.

To the Daily and Weekly People...

I have just received a letter from the Sixth Legislature regarding a new law that affects my business. Can you help me understand it?
INDUSTRIAL WORKERS OF THE WORLD

NOTICES OF MEETING

The Industrial Workers of the World, headquarters, of the World (I.W.W.), through Comrade Ernest A. B. Morris, Secretary-Treasurer: Chas. G. Shean, General President,

INDUSTRIAL WORKERS

Will Hold Big Reunion Meeting on August 9th.

The Industrial Workers of the World will hold a momentous reunion meeting at 8 p.m. on August 9th, at Assembly Hall, Fifteenth and Sixth streets, between Lebanon and Chestnut Streets.

Speakers will be our representatives from all parts of the United States and Canada. The primary object of the meeting will be to receive speakers from all parts of the United States and Canada.

The meeting will be held at 8 p.m. on August 9th, at the Assembly Hall, Fifteenth and Sixth streets, between Lebanon and Chestnut Streets.
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